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Objectives

Use a simple JMP platform as a 
means of exploring how JMP works 
(launching a platform, interactivity, 
data table basics, red triangles, right 
clicking, etc.). 

Learn about intervals, testing 
estimates, and fitting distributions. 



Topics
Data Cleaning 

Launch Window 

Report Window 

Red Triangle 

Right Click 

Column Properties 

JMP Preferences



Data Cleaning
Histograms are great for data cleaning. However, 
other tools are also useful. 

Column Viewer (cols menu) to remove columns with 
“no information”. 

New Formula Column (right-click col menu) to 
transform or combine data. 

Column Info to change a character to a continuous 
duration, times to durations.



Launch Window

Help: Basic Analysis > Distributions > Launch the Distribution Platform

Weight - specifies a weight for continuous Ys 

Freq - assigns a column as a frequency, useful with summarized data 

By - generates a separate report for each level or combination of by 
variables.



Red Triangle Menu
alt-click on triangle to see all at once

Help: Basic Analysis > Distributions > Options for Continuous Variables



Red Triangle Menu
alt-click on triangle to see all at once

Help: Basic Analysis > Distributions > Options for Categorical Variables



Preferences - Personalize JMP 
JMP > Preferences > Platforms > Distribution



Right Click

JMP Pro

similar across platforms…



General Options
continuous vs. categorical 

Basic Tools 

click to shade, hand tool, outliers, 
stack, arrange in rows, uniform 
scaling, display options, double 
click for formats, right click for 
save to a data table



Display Options 
red triangle options

Horizontal Layout 

Customize Summary Statistics 

Set Quantile Increment 

Custom Quantiles

Tip: if you have a favorite summary statistic 
use preferences to set it as a default value



Histogram Options 
red triangle options

Categorical Data 

Separate Bars 

Show Percents 
(Counts) 

Order by…

Continuous Data 

Shadowgram 

Histogram Color 

Axis settings 

Show Percents 
(Counts) 

Normal Quantile Plot



Intervals  
red triangle options

Confidence Intervals (2 places) 

quantify our knowledge, or lack there of, about a parameter or some 
other characteristic of a population based on a random sample. 

Prediction Intervals 

an interval that will, with a specified degree of confidence, contain 
the next (or some other pre-specified) randomly selected observation 
from a population. 

Tolerance Intervals 

used to draw conclusions about the performance of a relatively large 
number of future units 

a 100(1-a)% tolerance interval to contain 100p% of the population

Statistical Intervals: A Guide for Practitioners by Hahn and Meeker



Tests 
red triangle options

Continuous Data 

Test Mean 

Test Std Dev 

Test Equivalence 

Categorical Data 

Test Proportions



Fit Distributions 
red triangle options

For continuous data 

continuous distributions 

discrete distributions (when all values are integers)

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

 LogNormal(0.69908,0.22537)

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

 Normal 2 Mixture

9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0

 Normal(10.604,0.53928)



Capability Analysis 
red triangle option

For Continuous Data 

For serious capability analysis consider the Process 
Capability platform (Analyze > Quality and Process 
> Process Capability). 

Select Capability Analysis and then add in spec 
limits to see basic capability analysis.  

If spec limits are set as column properties 
capability will appear in initial distribution report.

Tip: Use tolerance intervals to help guide the 
setting of spec limits.


